
Headteacher’s Message 

This week, Ofcom has published its 2022 report on media use, attitudes and understanding among children and 

young people aged 3-17. It also includes findings on parents’ views about their children’s media use, and how                     

parents of children and young people aged 3-17 monitor and manage their children’s use.  

There are a number of key points from the report, including: 

• Nearly all children went online in 2021 (99%); the majority used a mobile phone (72%) or tablet (69%) to do so. 

• Using video-sharing platforms (VSPs) such as YouTube or TikTok was the most popular online activity among 

children aged 3-17 (95%). 

• Among all types of online platforms, YouTube was the most widely used by children; 89% used it, compared to 

half using TikTok. But TikTok was more popular than YouTube for posting content.  

• A majority of children under 13 had their own profile on at least one social media app or site; 33% of parents of 5

-7s said their child had a profile, and 60% of 8-11s said they had one.  

• Just four in ten parents of 3-17s knew the minimum age requirement for using most social media; 42% correctly 

said 13. Four in ten parents of 8-11-year-olds said they would allow their child to use social media (38%).  

• Six in ten children aged 3-17 played games online in 2021, increasing to three-quarters of 12 - 17s.  

• More than a third of 8-17s who gamed online played with people they didn’t know (36%); overall, 16% of 8-17s 

chatted to people they didn’t know, via the messaging/ chat functions in games.  

• Children were more likely to experience being bullied via technology than face-to-face: 84% of 8-17s said they 

had been bullied this way (i.e., via text or messaging, on social media, in online games, through phone or video 

calls, or via other aps and sites) compared to 61% being bullied face-to-face. 

We find some of the statistics above concerning, particularly those relating to young people spending time online 

with people they don’t know and the high percentage of young people being bullied via technology.  

In school, our students learn about responsible media use through our personal development programme and our 

students tell us that there are many conversations at home about this topic too.  However, if you haven’t yet had 

these discussions at home, here are some ideas to help start the conversation: 

Ask your children to tell you about the sites they like to visit and what they enjoy doing online. Ask them 
to show you the websites they visit most.  

Ask them about how they stay safe online. Do your children understand what information is safe and unsafe 
to share, and why? 

 



Exams 2022 information 

 

This year students will sit exams, but as they have faced disruption to their education over the last two 
years, some measures have been put into place to make sure they aren’t disadvantaged. 

The Education Hub’s top tips for exam preparation provides useful suggestions for pupils preparing for 
exams, including links to all available Advanced Information. 

  

View the top tips for students and parents 

  

The start of exams is just 1 week away—they begin on Monday 16 May! 

National Apprenticeship Opportunities 

LMP Education, a National Apprenticeship Training Provider, will be delivering a 45-minute broadcast to all year 11s, 12s and 

13s across the country to fully explain the apprenticeship route and available opportunities they have starting from August 

onwards. They would like to invite our pupils to tune in via Zoom at 4pm on Wednesday 25th May 2022.  

The agenda will cover the following:  

1. About LMP Education and how we can support you in starting your career. 

2. Apprenticeships – key facts & considerations. 

3. Traineeships – what they are & how they get you into an apprenticeship. 

4. Traineeship and Apprenticeship – opportunities for now and September. 

5. Eligibility and how to apply. 

6. English and Maths. 

7. Next steps. 

Q&A. 
To sign-up to attend the webinar students will need to register HERE. 

Year 8—a message from Miss Evans 
 
I would like to welcome back our Year 8 students after our Easter break and Bank holiday              
weekend. As we are drawing nearer to the end of the academic year, Year 8 are being asked to 
confirm their GCSE option choices via their tutor which has been coordinated by Mr Woodcock. 
As these GCSE options get closer and we progress to end of year examinations, I would                         
encourage any subject related queries to be directed to each Head of Department. The end of 
year exam season is important for all of our students, and I would hope that Year 8                       
students are proactive in their revision and preparation for this time. 
 
Our end of year exams for Year 8 start the week beginning 6th June, and will be key to                             
organising teaching groups next year. For revision tips, please see last week’s KIT publication. 

• Ask them to tell you if they know where they can go to get help. Do they understand where they can go 
to find safety advice, to set their privacy settings, to report an issue or to block the services they have been 
using?  

You can download the full report here: https://www.ofcom.org.uk/research-and-data/media-literacy-research/
childrens/children-and-parents-media-use-and-attitudes-report-2022 

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDIsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMjA0MjguNTcxMDk0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL3d3dy5qY3Eub3JnLnVrL3N1bW1lci0yMDIyLWFycmFuZ2VtZW50cy9hZHZhbmNlLWluZm9ybWF0aW9uLz91dG1fbWVkaXVtPWVt
https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDMsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMjA0MjguNTcxMDk0NTEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwczovL2VkdWNhdGlvbmh1Yi5ibG9nLmdvdi51ay8yMDIyLzA0LzI4L3RvcC10aXBzLWZvci1leGFtLXByZXBhcmF0aW9uLXRoaXMtc3Vt
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/5516511493565/WN_WgB7e38iR6SyCKN2hhzddw
https://email.kjbm.safeguardinginschools.co.uk/c/eJyFUMuO4yAQ_JpwWdnCxPhx4LCrmZH2vB8Qtem2TWKDBe2J8vdLHivltoJDqaCquwq27eRhJXOBMwyuSBwijTF4TsUWA-6WXfCCVnDLyaFRVd3LfHQvZtMq6khLOdiO8Gh7AMTejo2SVHcgR5Ec00vV6kp2WonFzMxbOhx_HtRXvtfrtQyjDWsZ4lTul0xFSgTRzgV4LBAYMrcSOi
https://email.kjbm.safeguardinginschools.co.uk/c/eJyFUMuO4yAQ_JpwWdnCxPhx4LCrmZH2vB8Qtem2TWKDBe2J8vdLHivltoJDqaCquwq27eRhJXOBMwyuSBwijTF4TsUWA-6WXfCCVnDLyaFRVd3LfHQvZtMq6khLOdiO8Gh7AMTejo2SVHcgR5Ec00vV6kp2WonFzMxbOhx_HtRXvtfrtQyjDWsZ4lTul0xFSgTRzgV4LBAYMrcSOi


A-level Drama and Theatre Review for: 

‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time’ by Rosie Gee, 13D 

 

 

Debating the following A-level Drama and Theatre statement:  

 

‘‘Technology is more significant for story-telling, than acting’ 

 

On the 31st March I saw ‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time’ at the Birmingham                               

Hippodrome. It was a performance that relied on technology to get across the complex way in which the 

autistic protagonist, Christopher, sees the world, putting the audience in his shoes and encouraging an 

empathetic impact. This being said, acting and also casting was used effectively to get across the ideas 

in the play and in the storytelling, with simple recurring motifs that got across Christopher’s relationships, 

and casting that made the story more relatable and compelling for a more diverse, modern audience.  

 

Technology was a key storytelling feature in this performance, as it was used as the key method to get 

across to the audience how Christopher sees the world and how this can lead to him becoming                              

overwhelmed. For example, in the scene where Christopher finds himself on the tube and becomes                  

overwhelmed, Video Designer Finn Ross used projections on the back wall to get across the anxiety he 

is feeling and the over-exaggerated way in which Christopher sees the world, with signs that appear 

much larger and the yellow line appearing huge and elongated. Along with this, there was loud music 

and smoke to really emphasise the overstimulation Christopher is experiencing and the way in which all 

of his senses are overwhelmed. By doing the same to us as an audience, we are put into Christopher’s 

shoes and forced to empathise with him, as well as consider what we might see as average and normal 

in a new light- how autistic people might see it and how it may not be friendly for them. In contrast to this 

oversaturated atmosphere is the geometric red line that Christopher follows to get through the tube, once 

again giving me as an audience member a visual representation of the pragmatic and linear way in which 

Christopher thinks. It also stands out against the yellow and grey, emphasising the way in which        

Christopher sticks out and appears as different. Another example of this is in the Act One Finale where 

Christopher lays his way to London out using a model train set. This once again is used as a visual and 

auditory representation for the audience of how Christopher sees the situation and the world- as                             

something pragmatic and simple, and perhaps representing how he may have problems conceptualising 

things and must create a physical aid. This showed me how he and other autistic people see the world. 

The use of technology was incredibly important to the story in scenes like this and others where the                    

audience are shown how he views the world, because they get across the more character driven plot to 

the audience and encouraged me to empathise with Christopher and think more about how autistic                         

people might struggle to navigate the world, which is the intention in creating this overwhelming                            

atmosphere for what was presumably, mostly a neurotypical audience.  

 



 

This being said, often acting was just as important in storytelling, especially in such a character driven 

performance. For example, a recurring motif of Christopher touching his palm to either one of his                        

parents to help calm him down and ground him. This is used to represent where Christopher currently 

feels in relation to his parents. For example, after Christopher discovers the letters to him from his mum, 

he refuses to touch his hand to his dads, played by Tom Peters, effectively getting across the distrust he 

is experiencing and the way in which he feels unsafe and overwhelmed. This is an effective storytelling 

gesture which tells the audience how Christopher is feeling without articulation which he may not have 

been able to give, and could be considered more effective without the use of technology. As an audience 

member, I felt as if this was an emotive and simplistic way to get across a large driving force behind the 

plot- Christopher’s relationship with his parents, and created a sense of empathy and intimacy as we 

were let in to such a intimate and caring interaction. Another example in which the lack of technology 

was used to emphasise the acting was in Christopher’s Mum’s house, played by Kate Kordel, where just 

a square of lighting is used to represent Christopher’s room. This simple lighting technique was used so 

as not to take away from the events that happen in this space, such as his dad showing up, and his 

mums new husband yelling and assaulting him. It represents the way that Christopher fears the unknown 

and who may ‘come out of it’, with the subsequent emotional upset that they may bring, once again                            

encouraging a sympathetic and intimate impact on me as an audience member. Acting was an effective 

tool in getting across the most important part of the story- the relationships, and created a sense of                       

intimacy and fear from me as an audience member, who was encouraged to see the world as                            

Christopher does.  

 

This being said, casting was also very important in creating a more compelling story for a diverse                         

audience. For example the actress playing Sibonah, Rebecca Root, is trans, which may have                                 

encouraged a more diverse LGBT audience, especially in a diverse city such as Birmingham to watch 

the performance and to create more of an emotional connection to the characters and story. Not only 

this, but the actor playing Christopher is autistic in real life, which may have drawn in a more                             

neurodivergent audience. I would argue as an audience member that whilst the performance attempts to 

create empathy for autistic people and give others a look into how they see the world, it is not necessarily 

a performance for neurodivergent people, who may have become overwhelmed and overstimulated with 

the representations of those same situations. This raises an interesting question about the validity of                  

accurate representation as it may trigger the same symptoms in those with the condition, as stated in the 

mental illness paradox. This being said, as it is inherently a performance about autistic people, it does 

encourage a more inclusive and diverse, modern audience who may either wish to feel represented or 

empathise with those in their life with autism. It is important in storytelling as more compelling and       

diverse characters that the audience can relate to and create a more emotionally compelling story that 

people become attached to. The casting is a simple choice that, whilst not related to technology, did    

inherently lead to a more compelling story and more effective storytelling for me as an audience member. 

 

In conclusion, whilst the technology did aid the storytelling of the performance by getting across the key 

themes and establishing to the audience a key factor of Christopher’s personality, the acting was more 

important in creating compelling relationships between the characters, which I believe was more                       

important in a character driven plot. The casting also impacted the story telling as it made for a more                      

diverse performance, which a more diverse audience could identify with, and as a result, a more                    

emotionally compelling story. 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

Equestrian team news 

Last Sunday some of the members of our equestrian team took part in the inter-schools section at Swalcliffe Park Equestrian 

One Day Event. A One Day Event (ODE) encompasses all disciplines and the day starts with a dressage test then moving onto 

show jumping and then the last phase of cross-country. It was a very early start for some members in the 80cm section with 

Paige being the ‘trailblazer’ and the first rider out on the course for the whole section. As the day progressed for those in the 

90cm section, the weather changed creating slippery and challenging conditions underfoot. All of the girls were able to                   

complete each stage and all finished safely with a very challenging and full-up cross-country course. There were smiles all 

round as there were new partnerships of horse and riders and personal goals for all the girls were achieved. A huge ‘well 

done’ and I think you will agree from the photos they all ‘Aimed high’! Thank you to parents, families and friends who came 

to support and who also had an early start. Some of our year 11 girls will now hang up their hats and boots to concentrate on 

their upcoming GCSE’s but will look forward to eventing later on in the summer. Well done to Ellie B, Gabby I, Lily J and Paige 

G.  

If you would like any information on the Chenderit Equestrian Team, please speak to                        

Ms Greening  
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Revision hints and tips for Year 13 

• Completing more practice questions and take 

time to understand the feedback 

• Understanding where they lose marks and 

what easy fixes can be made 

• Not focusing on “competition” or on how                

others are performing 

• Using exemplar material – how can they gain 

the marks? Examiners reports are a useful 

source of information for this 

• Avoiding stress and negativity 

• Organising their equipment and resources – 

are they fully organised for each exam and do 

they have everything they need? 

• Completing smaller chunks of revision –                   

complete 30 minute sessions throughout the 

day rather than hours at a time 

• Condensing knowledge down – use flashcards 

and mind maps 

• Putting phones away when revising! 

Year 13 University Applicants 

Please find below some key dates for your diaries 

coming up over the coming months with regard to 

exam results and applications to HEPs (Higher                    

Education Providers i.e. Universities and Colleges).  

UCAS TIMELINE 2022 

19th May 2022: all offer decisions from universities to 

all candidates who applied by 26th January. 

9th June 2022: Applicants to have responded to their 

offers from universities (applicants need to read                  

offers carefully as some dates may vary) 

4th July: UCAS Extra closes 

5th July: Clearing opens 

18th August Results Day – universities will release 

decisions with regard to confirmed offers to                       

applicants from 8.30am via UCAS Track 

28TH September – Deadline for UCAS applications 

for 2022 entry. 

18th October – Clearing for 2022 entry closes. 

 If students would like any help or advice with their 

next steps in their university applications, please do 

not hesitate to contact Mr Belstone or Mrs Rowe. If 

parents or carers have any questions about this                     

process, then please also get in touch with us. 

 

Student wellbeing 

As we approach the end of the academic year, all 

students will have to complete exams and                              

assessments to show their progress over the past 

year. For our Year 13 students, this will be in the 

form of their examinations taking place over the 

next two weeks, and for our Year 12 students, this 

will be their end of year PPEs which take place in 

June. 

We know that examinations do sometimes cause                             

students stress and anxiety, so we are maintaining a 

focus on developing techniques to increase their           

resilience and support their wellbeing moving                    

forwards. This has taken place in tutor time and a 

multitude of assemblies and other resources have 

been given to students throughout this academic 

year. As parents and carers, if you would like to 

view the guidance we have given our students, or 

would like any support in helping your child, please 

see our wellbeing page here: http://

www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp  

 

Tutor Programme 

In tutor time this week, our Year 12 students have 

continued to work on their personal statements. 

They have also been introduced to and created                       

accounts for the UCAS Hub and alongside this, they 

are using Unifrog’s university and apprenticeship 

search tools to give their statements a clear focus. 

Our Year 13 tutor groups have continued to work on 

targeted revision amongst their peers. The                             

dedication and hard work shown during tutor time 

has been excellent – well done all! 

http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp
http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp




 



 

Message from PE dept:- 

  

A huge well done to our Y9 (U15) athletics team for some great performances at 
Daventry athletics stadium on Wednesday 4

th
 May. The students performed                    

brilliantly in all events, with standout performances. Special mention to Kieran 
Warne who exhausted himself by sprinting the 200m followed by the 300m straight 
afterwards!  

Apologies to our readers but there are no pictures this time to show as the                 
weather very quickly turned against us. To welcome back the first district athletics 
competition since the easing of Covid restrictions, the weather decided that that a 
deluge of rain was in order, sending everyone running for cover! A wet but exciting 
afternoon and one the team can be proud of having shown great resilience vs the 
weather! 

  

All students acknowledged that the early staging of the event in the season meant 
that they lacked practice time so we are looking forward to seeing them and all 
other sportspeople to practice technique and build fitness! 














